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The most important Essential Skills for Valet Attendants are: 

Oral Communication, Working with Others 
 
Valet Attendants provide customer service by parking and retrieving the vehicles of the Casino visitors. 
 
 

Typical Level & 
Most Complex 

How Valet Attendants use Essential Skills 

 
A. READING TEXT 

1-2 Valet Attendants read memos and notices:  traffic signs and signals; read claim checks; refer 
guests to the policies and procedures and to “refusal” policies.  They may read the 
procedures manual when they start the job.   

B. USE OF DOCUMENTS  

1 Valet Attendants consult their shift schedule; read licence numbers on cars and on slips; 
reads handicap permits, proof of ownership; describe any damage observed on a car to be 
parked.  As Valet captain they handle a float, fill out claims. 

C. WRITING  

1-2 Valet Attendants fill out claim checks also called slips, tags; write brief descriptions of 
damage noted on cars; fill out and sign a reconciliation sheet when handling a float. 

D. NUMERACY  

1-2 Valet Attendants, when acting as captain, make change and record cash flow, balance a 
reconciliation sheet.  Compare numbers on claims. 

E. ORAL COMMUNICATION  

1-2 Valet Attendants interact with the guests offering information, giving directions; report 
suspicious contents of cars to security; participate in pre-shift meetings exchanging 
information with supervisor.   

F. THINKING SKILLS  

1-2 Valet Attendants have to deal with irate and unreasonable guests; may refuse to handle 
guest cars; know when to refrain from helping motorists.  They organize paper work to handle 
float. 

G. WORKING WITH OTHERS 

1-3 Valet Attendants work out of two areas; the casino entrance and the parking lot.  They 
co-ordinate their work between the two areas.   

H. COMPUTER USE  

2 Valet Attendants use the point-of-sale system to calculate and record all money transactions. 

I. CONTINUOUS LEARNING 

 Valet Attendants attend internal training seminars to improve customer service; may train as 
shuttle bus drivers. 

J. OTHER INFORMATION 

 Valet Attendants are active and alert to security breaches and potential liabilities while 
driving.  They are approachable and helpful to guests.   

 

Essential Skills Summary – VALET ATTENDANT 
 


